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ABSTRACT

benefits to wearing an always-on and automatically
recording personal camera, there are also documented
concerns of recording others, particularly in sensitive
spaces [1, 3, 4, 9, 10, 11]. As a result, many researchers and
users have expressed a need for a mechanism to temporarily
disable capture. However, even when manual “privacy
buttons exist and wearable cameras can be removed, it is
not uncommon for participants to report that they forgot
they were wearing the unit. Therefore, the participant
inadvertently might collect inappropriate images, such as
going to the bathroom” [11]. “With thousands of images
automatically recorded every day, … [the user] only deletes
unwanted images if he comes across them, as searching for
them would take too much time” [4]. Therefore, how to turn
off wearable cameras automatically in sensitive or private
spaces is an important research problem.

Although there are clear benefits to automatic image
capture services by wearable devices, image capture
sometimes happens in sensitive spaces where camera use is
not appropriate. In this paper, we tackle this problem by
focusing on detecting when the user of a wearable device is
located in a specific type of private space—the public
restroom—so that the image capture can be disabled. We
present an infrastructure-independent method that uses just
the microphone and the speaker on a commodity mobile
phone. Our method actively probes the environment by
playing a 0.1 seconds sine wave sweep sound and then
analyzes the impulse response (IR) by extracting MFCCs
features. These features are then used to train an SVM
model. Our evaluation results show that we can train a
general restroom model which is able to recognize new
restrooms. We demonstrate that this approach works on
different phone hardware. Furthermore, the volume levels,
occupancy and presence of other sounds do not affect
recognition in significant ways. We discuss three types of
errors that the prediction model has and evaluate two
proposed smoothing algorithms for improving recognition.

We tackle this problem by exploring how to detect a
specific type of private space where image recording is
socially inappropriate—the public restroom. Many
researchers have identified the restroom as a specific type
of space where they want to suspend capture (e.g., [1, 3, 4,
11]). We focus on public restrooms, in particular, because
of the potential for others to be recorded in the captured
images there. This problem is challenging for two reasons.
First,
infrastructure-dependent
indoor
localization
approaches (e.g., cellular, WiFi, and visible light) depend
on the infrastructure coverage and floor maps to identify a
restroom’s location. Infrastructure-independent indoor
localization approaches (e.g., inertial sensors on phone)
would still require floor maps in order to reason and
determine if the user’s location is inside a restroom.
However, such localization methods fail when the user is
outside of an infrastructure’s coverage or at a location
where floor maps have not yet been developed.
Alternatively, video or image based approaches can be
employed to detect restrooms [17, 19, 20, 25, 26].
Unfortunately, vision based techniques can sometimes miss
signage located immediately outside the space [26]. These
methods still can be used inside the space to detect the
presence of objects, construction material, and fixtures
commonly found in restrooms to reason that must be where
the user is located (e.g., [19]); however, this violates the
original motivation of not wanting recording to happen
there in the first place. Furthermore, recording must still be
on to determine when the user has left the space in order to
resume the archiving of captured images.
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INTRODUCTION

Wearable cameras produce personal image-based records
which can be used in a variety of ways. For example,
researchers have used such records to investigate health
behaviors (such as exercise and diet [9, 10]), help people
with memory loss recall past events [8], increase parental
understanding of the needs of children with autism [15, 18],
and improve everyday memory and social skills for children
with disabilities [1]. Although there are demonstrated
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Figure 1. (Left) Wearable phonee attachment forr performing and
d analyzing impuulse response andd image capture; (Right) 8 sampple restrooms
useed in our study.

IIn this paper, we present an infrastructture-independeent
aapproach, whiich uses the hardware alrready found on
o
ccommodity mo
obile phones to
t emit a probing sound an
nd
aanalyze the im
mpulse responsse (IR) of a space. Our wo
ork
uuses active pro
obing to detecct restrooms (aa type of spacce)
rrather than a specific spacce amongst a defined set of
loocations from
m which a room type classsifier has been
trrained. We deemonstrate thaat our model can
c predict neew
sspaces and thatt the approach works
w
on diffeerent phones. We
W
ddiscuss how th
he volume leveel does not affe
fect the model in
ssignificant waays. Thereforre we can minimize th
he
oobtrusiveness of the sweep by outputting
g it at a low
wer
vvolume. We also show th
hat our modeel maintains its
i
pprediction perfformance desp
pite of the occcupancy and th
he
ppresence of otther sounds in
n restrooms. We
W discuss thrree
tyypes of errors that our SVM
M model has and
a propose tw
wo
ssmoothing algo
orithms to imprrove the predicction accuracy.

materiaals, and objectts inside of thhe construct (ee.g., chairs,
desks).. There are allso many variaables, such ass humidity,
and peercentage of occcupancy, that can change the acoustics
continuuously over ttime. These characteristics not only
affect reverberationn time, but they also afffect other
parameeters of soundd such as difffraction, refraaction, and
reflectiion [23].
Becausse no two enviironments are eexactly the sam
me, they all
have unique acouustic characteeristics or fiingerprints.
Howevver, many connstructs have vvery similar ffingerprints
due too its purpose. One particulaar environmennt that has
uniquee qualities from
m other types oof environments, yet also
has strrong correlatioons between siimilar environnments that
serve th
the same purpoose, is the restrooom.
In bothh the public annd private space, restrooms haave similar
affordaances that greeatly impact tthe acoustic ffingerprint.
These affordances innclude water reesistant floors and walls,
While public reestrooms havee stalls and
toilets,, and sinks. W
privatee restrooms havve showers/tubbs, they both demonstrate
similarr acoustic reesponses and can be ideentified as
restroooms from that response (eveen to the humaan ear over
the phoone). This is ppartially due tto the commonn layout of
restroooms but can alsso be attributedd to the materiaals used on
the surrfaces and thee items found in a restroom (which all
have siimilar absorptiion coefficientss [14]).

T
THEORY OF OPERATION
O

A
An important and
a commonly
y used measureement to analy
yze
aand characteriize the acou
ustic propertiees of differeent
eenvironments and
a materials is the Impulsee Response (IR
R)
[24]. IRs contaain time-domaain acoustic prroperties, one of
w
which is the reeverberation an
nd its compon
nents (i.e., direect
ssound, decay time, early refleection, and echoes). A commo
on
m
method for cap
pturing the IR of
o a room is to use a sine wav
ve
ssweep over a predetermined
p
nge to excite th
he
frequency ran
aacoustics of a room [14]. The
T sine wav
ve sweep and a
sspecified amou
unt of time aft
fterwards is reccorded and then
aanalyzed to understand
u
thee behavior of
o each audib
ble
ffrequency over time in an environment. IR analysis is
ccommonly used
d by audio eng
gineers to help them design an
nd
tuune their systeems in order to
o enhance the sound
s
and avo
oid
aany undesired feedback or noise. Acoussticians use th
his
technique as an
n analysis tool to aid them when
w
designing
ga
sspace. IRs are also
a used in co
onvolution reveerb processing to
ccreate a digitall representation
n of the acousstics of differeent
eenvironments.

Our syystem leveragees the natural aacoustic traits oof different
spaces (in particularr the restroom)) by exciting tthe natural
acoustiics via IR. Thhe IR of diffeerent spaces caan then be
proces sed to extract acoustic featuures which aree then used
to trainn a classifier tto identify the type of space where the
user iss located. Thiss active probinng approach diiffers from
existinng computationnal auditory sccene recognitioon (CASR)
methodds which extrract features aand trains claassifiers on
environnment or hum
man generated sounds (suchh as traffic
noise oor sink usage) collected from
m the target sceenes [2, 16,
21]. A
An active pprobing apprroach allows for the
classifi
fication of restr
trooms to happpen even beforre the user
begins to use the spaace (e.g., urinatting, defecatingg, flushing,
and washing).
and han

T
The acoustic characteristiccs of an en
nvironment are
a
ccontingent on its dimensionss and ability to
t absorb soun
nd
((absorption co
oefficient). Th
his is a funcction of severral
cconstant factorrs including the
t
shape, sizze, constructio
on
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Stans eet al. previouslly compared diifferent impulsse response
measurrements (MLS
S, Inverse Reepeated Sequennce (IRS),
Time-S
Stretched Pulsses, and Sine Wave Sweepp). In this
compaarison, they fouund that the sinne wave sweepp is an ideal
choice for non-occup
upied spaces. It also has the benefit of
mportant in
not reqquiring any teddious calibratioons (which is im
creatinng a robust moobile system) [224]. Restrooms generally
have vvery few peopple coming annd going, andd are often
unoccuupied. This ennables the sine wave sweep to perform
optimaally, making itt the best optioon to use for IR
R analysis.
Furtherrmore, a com
mmodity mobiile phone’s haardware is
typicallly optimized ffor the range oof human hearring, which
matchees the ideal frrequency rangee for using a sine wave
sweep to capture IR
Rs. Because tthe sweep is audible to
humanns, we want it to be as shorrt as possible yyet still be
able too produce a noticeable proobing effect. We tested
sweepss of 0.01, 0.1 and 1s in durration and founnd that the
0.1s duuration providdes the best balance for cappturing the
acoustiics of a space aand minimizingg the intrusivenness.

(a)
(

Featurre Extraction

The m
measurement appplication intenntionally startss recording
before it outputs the sweep and stoops recording oone second
after thhe sweep has ccompleted to ffully capture thhe effect of
an IR
R. The IR is present in tthe recording after the
weep. There
measurrement applicaation begins too output the sw
is a vvariable latenncy between w
when the meeasurement
applicaation requests the OS to outpput the sine w
wave sweep
and whhen it actuallyy plays. Due tto this delay, the sweep
starts aat an unknownn time point. Too estimate the start of the
sweep:: 1) Divide thee IR into framees using a slidinng window
size W = 1024 sam
mples (23 milliiseconds). Eacch adjacent
two wiindows have 50% overlap wiith each other. 2) Smooth
each w
window using tthe Hanning fu
function. 3) Caalculate the
FFT m
magnitudes forr each window
w.
, reprresents the
(K
K = 0,…,W-1) FFT magnituude of the winndow j (j =
1…N, N:# of framees in a sweep record). The number of
framess S inside thee sweep itsellf is calculateed as:
∗ .
. 4) Estimat
ate the index too the window at the start
∗ %
of thhe sweep uusing the ffollowing opptimization:
,
∑
∈ … ∑
, .

(b)
(
F
Figure 2. (a) Imp
pulse response of
o a restroom; (b)) Impulse respon
nse
of an
n office.

A
Active probing has been explored as a localization approach
[13,22]. Kunzee and Lukowiczz [13] showed
d how to detectt a
m
mobile phone’ss symbolic locaation from a seet of pre-defined
oones by using vibration
v
and sh
hort narrow freequency ‘beepss’.
B
By emitting a sound and an
nalyzing the im
mpulse responsse,
R
Rossi et al. [22
2] were able to
t classify a user’s room-lev
vel
loocation among
g 20 rooms at 98%
9
accuracy. In our work, we
w
uuse a Sine Wave
W
Sweep instead
i
of Maaximum Leng
gth
S
Sequence (ML
LS) for active probing, becau
use a sine wav
ve
ssweep exhibitss better toleran
nce to nonlineearity and tim
mevvariance of thee probed spacees [6]. This allo
ows us to tack
kle
thhe goal of reco
ognizing space type.
S
SYSTEM IMPL
LEMENTATION
N

Processsing the rest of the recordiing after the sstart of the
mplete IR is analyzed.
sweep guarantees that the com
Howevver, it may also process extraneous innformation
becausse the IRs capttured in differeent types of spaces decay
at diffe
ferent rates. W
We have foundd experimentally that the
optimaal amount of tthe recording after the sweeep starts to
perform
m feature extrraction on is 00.4 s (0.1 s off the sweep
itself + 0.3 s afterr the sweep stops). In the evaluation
sectionn, we describe the process foor determiningg this value
throughh tests of diffeerent durations after the start oof sweep.

Im
mpulse Respo
onse Measure
ement

T
To perform thee IR measurem
ment, we use the microphon
ne
aand the speakeer already avaailable on com
mmodity mobiile
pphones (see Figure
F
1). We
W developed a measuremeent
aapplication thaat first starts recording with
w
the built--in
m
microphone, an
nd then it outp
puts a sine waave sweep fro
om
220Hz – 20kHzz from the bu
uilt-in speaker. After the sin
ne
w
wave sweep sttops, the application continu
ues to record for
f
oone second, allowing it to cap
pture fully the reverberation of
thhe measured space.
s
The meeasurement app
plication recorrds
thhe IR at 44.1 KHz
K with 16 bit
b depth. Figu
ure 2 shows ho
ow
sspectrograms of
o IRs collected
d on a Nexus 4 phone differ for
f
a restroom and a non-restroom
m space.

For thee identified opptimal amountt of the recordding to use
for feaature extractionn, we extract thhe mel-frequenncy cepstral
coefficcients (MFCC
Cs) from eachh window. M
MFCCs are
commoonly used as ffeatures in thee speech recoggnition and
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ccomputational auditory scenee recognition [2
2, 16, 21]. In our
o
im
mplementation
n, we calculaate the first 13 MFCCs by
b
aapplying 23 Mel
M filters, remove the first MFCC,
M
and then
uuse the rest to form a featuree vector:
he
, ,…,
, . In th
ffinal step, we aggregate
a
all th
he MFCCs of all
a the frames by
b
ccalculating thee mean valuess of each one of the MFCC
Cs
∑

,
uusing the follow
wing equation::
(k=1…12, N:: #
oof frames in thee optimal amou
unt of the recorrding).

C
Classification

Figuure 3. Different ttypes of places w
where data was ccollected

C
Classifying restrooms vs. non
n-restrooms fallls under what is
ggenerally referrred in mach
hine learning as One Claass
C
Classification, because restro
oom is the targ
get class that we
w
aare interested in
i identifying among
a
all the possible spacees.
H
However, one--class classifieers tend to be conservative in
thheir prediction
ns. We have triied two one-claass classificatio
on
aalgorithms (H
Hempstalk et al. [7] and
d the one-claass
cclassification in
n LibSVM [5
5]), and found that they often
ppredict a new sample
s
as “unk
known” and theerefore yield lo
ow
rrecalls for the restroom
r
class.

The phone
simulaate wearing thee device arounnd the neck. T
remainned stationary while recordinng the impulsee response.
We toook care to holdd the phone suuch that both tthe speaker
and thhe microphonne were not covered or bblocked in
anywayy.
Optima
al Amount of Recording forr Feature Extrraction

As preeviously descrribed, the appllication beginss recording
slightlyy before the ssweep and conntinues for a fu
full second.
This gguarantees thaat the full IR is captured within the
recordiing. We can reemove extraneeous informatioon between
the staart of the recoording and thee start of the sweep by
extractting features frrom the start off the sweep insstead of the
start oof the recordinng. To identifyy the optimal amount of
weep to use ffor feature
recordiing after the start of the sw
extracttion, we seleccted 10 differrent durationss at 0.1 s
intervaal after the sw
weep has stopped after the sw
weep stops
(0.1~1 s). For each dduration (D = 0.1,…,1.0), wee extracted
featurees based on all 7474 recordinngs by the Galaaxy Nexus,
and peerformed a 100-fold cross vvalidation withh SVM as
classifi
fier. The resultts are shown iin Figure 4. A
All the five
perform
mance measuurements indicate that 0.33 seconds
duratioon after the sw
weep has stoppeed is the optim
mal amount
of the recording to uuse for feature extraction. It aalso shows
models trained w
with longer duurations than 00.3 seconds
that mo
are lesss accurate. Thherefore, in alll following eevaluations,
we useed this finding and performeed feature extraaction only
on the 0.4 seconds poortion of the reecording after the start of
weep (0.1 s sw
weep itself + 0.3 s durationn after the
the sw
sweep has stopped).

B
Because restroo
oms are built to serve the sam
me functionalitty,
cconform to building
b
codees, use simillar constructio
on
m
materials, and have
h
similar materials
m
insidee of the constru
uct
((e.g., toilets, wash
w
basins), there should
d be high inn
ner
cconsistency in the restroom class, which at
a the same tim
me
m
might be highlly distinguishaable from the “non-restroom
m”
cclass. Furtherm
more, because people
p
spend much
m
more tim
me
ooutside of restrrooms, we can easily collect a variety of no
onrrestroom data to
t help the claassifier learn the
t classificatio
on
bboundary. Thuss, we decided to
t treat restroo
om detection ass a
bbinary-class cllassification, which
w
predictts current roo
om
tyype as eitherr restroom orr non-restroom
m. We leverag
ge
L
LibSVM [5] for classification
n in our evaluattion.
P
PERFORMANC
CE EVALUATION

U
Using a Galaxy
y Nexus, we co
ollected IR datta for 103 publlic
rrestrooms from
m 49 different buildings (bu
uilt between th
he
11960s – 2006). To help the model learn the
t classificatio
on
bboundary, we also collectted non-restro
oom data. We
W
aattempted to saample as diversse a set of non--restroom spacces
aas possible (e.g
g., hallway, ellevator, lockerr room, outdoo
or,
cclassroom, shop
p, and bus stattion). Howeverr, we note thatt it
is hardly posssible to coverr all differentt types of no
onrrestroom spacees that a userr can potentiaally visit in our
o
eevaluation. Infformation abo
out our colleected dataset is
sshown in the fiirst row of Tab
ble 1. Figure 3 shows the typ
pes
oof places wheere we colleccted the restrroom and no
onrrestroom data.

Efficac
cy of Model in
n Classifying N
New Restroom
m Spaces

To asssess the model’’s efficacy in cclassifying new
w restroom
model convergged as the
spaces , we evaluateed how the m
ms used for traaining (trainingg set size).
numbeer of restroom
Using the Galaxy Nexus dataseet (103 restroooms), we

F
For each spacee, we collected
d 30 samples at
a different spo
ots
pperceived to su
upport circulaation. Circulatiion is a term in
bbuilding architeecture to referr to the way th
hat people mov
ve
thhrough and intteract with the space. For insttance, in a men
n’s
rrestroom, the ty
ypical circulatiion would be from
f
the door to
uurinals / toilet stalls, the wasshstand, the paaper towel rack
ks,
aand then back to the door. While
W
collectiing the data, we
w
hheld the phonee still in one hand in front of the chest to

Figure 44. Five measurrements of the model using 110 different
durationns from the start of the sweep forr the feature extrraction.
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ggradually increeased the numb
ber of restroom
ms (N=1,…,10
03)
uused for train
ning. For each
h number N, the evaluatio
on
pprocedure work
ked in this man
nner. First, we randomly cho
ose
N restrooms fro
om the 103 resstrooms. Secon
nd, we random
mly
cchose the same percentage of non-restroo
om IRs from all
a
nnon-restroom IR
Rs. Thus, if thee total numberr of restroom an
nd
nnon-restroom are
a
,
, then the numb
ber of IR in theese
N restroom is . Therefore, the number of non-restroo
om
IIRs chosen was:
∗
. Third
d, we used SV
VM

Table 1. Samplle data collected on the four phones
Phone Naame
Galaxy N exus (GN)
Nexus 4
HTC One
Galaxy S

#
of
rest rooms
103
52
20
20

#of restroom
data saamples
4258
2230
600
600

# of non-restroom
data ssamples
3216
1296
523
573

aas the classifierr and performeed a 10-fold cro
oss validation on
o
thhese
IRs. Fourth,, to remove variations
v
caused
bby the strategy of choosing N spaces for traaining at random
m,
w
we repeated th
he procedure for
f 10 rounds by choosing N
ddifferent restro
ooms each rou
und. Finally, we
w averaged th
he
pperformances from
f
the 10 ro
ounds for each
h N training set
s
ssize. The final results
r
are show
wn in Figure 5.
A
As the numb
ber of trainiing set size increases, th
he
pperformance beecame more sttable and gradu
ually convergeed.
T
The weighted F-Measure,
F
wh
hich incorporattes the precisio
on
aand recall of both
b
the restroom and non-restroom classees,
cconverged at ~0.93.
~
The weighted
w
F-Measure fluctuated
bbetween 0.91 and
a 0.93 while the model waas trained on leess
thhan 40 restroo
oms. This sug
ggests that thee model had not
n
sseen enough vaariations of resttrooms at that point
p
yet.

Figure 6. Model Geneeralization across phones: 10--fold Crossvalidatioon Results on four phones separaately (R: Restrooom; N: nonrestroom
m)

shown in Figure 6. It highlightss that the claassification
milarly well
modelss for the four ddifferent phonees perform sim
at betw
ween 0.92 and 00.98 (weightedd F-Measure).

G
Generalizabilitty of the Appro
oach across Phones
P

D
Different phonees may use diffferent hardwaare. Furthermorre,
thhe microphonee and the speaaker can be plaaced at differeent
ddistances and in
n different possitions from on
ne another. Thu
us,
w
we must also validate that ourr approach gen
neralizes to wo
ork
oon different ph
hones. In addittion to the Gaalaxy Nexus, we
w
aalso collected
d additional restroom and
d non-restroo
om
ssamples on a Nexus
N
4, an HT
TC One, and a Galaxy S. Th
he
ddata collected on
o these devicees were not as extensive as th
he
oone collected on the Galaxy Nexus, but they helped to
cconfirm the reesults obtained
d from analyzzing the Galax
xy
N
Nexus data. Table
T
1 summ
marizes the amount
a
of daata
ccollected on thee four phones.

Unforttunately, diffeerent hardwarre settings aalong with
softwaare optimizations for the miccrophone and tthe speaker
on diffferent phones mean that the impulse responses
captureed by each phhone are drasticcally different from each
other. We applied thhe model trainned on the Gallaxy Nexus
datasett and tested onn the other thrree phones’ daataset. The
10-foldd cross validattion results, shhown in Figure 7, reveal
that thee extracted MF
FCCs features do not generaalize across
phoness. Phone-indeppendent classiffication does nnot perform
as welll as phone-ddependent classsification (weeighted FMeasuure between 0.443 and 0.63).

W
We performed a 10-fold crosss validation ussing SVM as th
he
cclassifier for eaach phone’s data
d
separately.. The results are
a

Effect of Occupancy
y & Sounds on
n the Model

F
Figure 5. Measurrements of the model’s
m
converg
gence with differrent
nnumber of restroo
oms used for traiining

Figure 77. Model trainedd on Galaxy Nexxus dataset and ttested on the
other thrree phones’ dataaset (R: restroom
m; N: non-restroom
m).

We tessted the model’’s robustness against the occuupancy of a
restrooom and soundd generated bby the occuppants in a
restrooom (e.g. urinatiing, flushing, aand hand washiing). Using
the Gaalaxy Nexus, w
we collected neew data from a restroom
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w
with two urinaals, two toilet stalls, and threee basins (seven
ffunctional spots in total) for the
t evaluation.. We defined th
he
ooccupancy rate as the perrcentage of functional
f
spo
ots
ooccupied by people. Therefo
ore, we had 14%, 29%, 43%
%,
557%, 71%, 86%
% and 100% occupancy
o
ratees. We collected
330 additional IR
R samples usin
ng the same method
m
described
eearlier in the paaper for each of
o the seven occcupancy rates. In
aall seven cases, people sim
mulated using the restroom in
nnormal mannerrs. We used thee SVM classifiier trained on th
he
laarge Galaxy Nexus
N
data corp
pus (described
d in the first ro
ow
oof Table 1) to test
t the new collected data. Fo
or the 14%, 29
9%
aand 86% occu
upancy rates, the model misclassified
m
on
ne
ssample each (aaccuracy: 97%
%), and correcttly classified all
a
ssamples for the remaining fou
ur occupancy raates.

Table 22. Sample data coollected in-the-w
wild using Galaxxy Nexus.
Day

# of reestrooms

1
2
3
4
5

9
4
3
4
11

#of rrestroom
data ssamples
378
171
141
109
704

# of n
non-restroom
data ssamples
788
485
390
413
2093

Rs captured
lower volumes. Althhough models trained on IR
after loower volume sweeps lose ssome performaances, they
are stilll comparable in performannce to those after higher
volumee sweeps. Thiss suggested thaat it is possiblee to output
the sw
weep at a loweer volume in real practice sso that the
active pprobing is lesss perceivable annd thus less obbtrusive.

E
Effect of Swee
ep Volume on the Model

Contin
nuous In-the-W
Wild Sampling
g and Evaluation

W
We evaluated the influence of the sweep volume on th
he
m
model to explo
ore if the obtru
usiveness of th
he sweep can be
b
m
minimized by outputting the sweep at low
wer volumes. We
W
ccollected 30 saamples at 4 vo
olume levels (0
0.1, 0.2, 0.5 an
nd
00.75 of the max
m volume) from
f
13 addittional restroom
ms
uusing the Galax
xy Nexus.

In thiss section, we pperformed conntinuous in-thee-wild data
collecttion to evaluatee how well ouur classificationn approach
works for realistic sccenarios, such as when the usser wears a
Galaxyy Nexus arounnd the neck (see Figure 1). The data
collecttion applicationn plays a 0.1 second sine w
wave sweep
sound at 0.3 of the max voolume. The aapplication
automaatically repeateed this proceduure in 5 secondds interval.

F
For comparison
n, we also exttracted MFCCss using only th
he
eenvironment so
ound without ou
utputting a sweeep; this acted as
thhe IR for the sw
weep at volum
me 0. We used the
t portion of th
he
rrecording between the start of the recording
g and the start of
thhe sweep (see Figure 2) as eaach space’s env
vironment soun
nd.
W
We note that a limitation and
d potential threeat to validity in
uusing this app
proach exists because
b
the extracted
e
data is
~
~0.15s in length
h each, in com
mparison to the 0.4 s recordin
ngs
aat other volumes. In this insttance, because there is no sin
ne
w
wave sweep, we
w did not need
d to include an
n additional 0.3
3s
nnormally used to
t capture the IR
I after the sweeep plays.

We coollected data foor about 2 houurs per day on 5 different
We collected ddata in differennt places each day and as
days. W
a resuult the restroom
ms were all ddifferent. Thiss approach
enabledd us to test thee model’s abilitty to classify nnew spaces.
The teemporal continnuity of each dday’s data alloowed us to
apply the temporal optimization to the SVM classifier’s
predicttions later. Wee followed thee procedure deescribed in
the Feaature Extractioon section andd again used SVM as the
classifi
fier. Table 2 sum
mmarizes the ccollected data (4169 nonrestrooom data and 15503 restroom daata).

W
We performed
d a 10-fold cross
c
validatio
on on the daata
ccollected at eacch volume leveel. The results shown in Figu
ure
8 demonstratess that models trained on reecordings of IR
Rs
aafter an outputt sweep outputtted at any of the four volum
me
levels perform
med better th
han the mod
del trained on
o
rrecordings witthout a sweep
p; there was a 10% or mo
ore
im
mprovement in
n accuracy. Additionally, models trained on
o
ddata captured when the app
plication outpu
utted sweeps at
hhigher volumes generally peerformed betteer than those at

Classiffying Spaces

F
Figure 8. Measu
urements of thee model using 5 different volu
ume
leevels. Volume 0 uses only the portion without a sweep.

Figure 99. Measurementss of the model ttrained on differrent number
of days’ data.

We evvaluated the moodel’s ability tto classify new
w restroom
spaces in-the-wild. Because we collected daata over 5
model could be trained on 1, 22, 3, 4, or 5
differeent days, the m
worth of data. For each numbber of days, wee evaluated
days’ w
all the possible combbinations of diffferent days thaat could be
We had 5, 100, 10, 5 and 1 possible
groupeed together. W
combinnations for 1,, 2, 3, 4 and 5 days’ worrth of data
respecttively. We useed a 10-fold crross validation method to
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Smooth
thing Algorithm
m I. The first algorithm keeps track of
the currrent space typpe predicted byy the SVM moodel. When
a diffeerent space typpe is predictedd by the modeel, then the
algorithhm will hold tthis new prediiction and keepp receiving
furtherr predictions frrom the model for a pre-set w
window size
buffer N. If the majjority of the ppredictions in the buffer
match this differentt space type, then our algoorithm will
correctt all buffered ppredictions as the new space type and
also chhange the curreent space type that the user iis in to this
new onne. If the majjority of the bbuffered prediictions still
match the current space type, then all thee buffered
predicttions will be cclassified as thhe current spacce type and
the currrent space type remains unchhanged.

eevaluate each combination.
c
This
T
tested thee model’s abiliity
too accurately cllassify previou
usly seen spacees as well as neew
oones, taking intto consideratio
on the fact thatt a person wou
uld
liikely to revissit some places and restrooms. Then, we
w
aaveraged the 10-fold crosss validation results of all
a
ccombinations for
f a given num
mber of days’ worth of data to
gget the mean average
a
values. The results, shown
s
in Figu
ure
99, illustrate thaat our model can predict new
n
spaces wiith
bbalanced precission and recall (weighted F-M
Measure > 0.92
2).
Im
mproving Pred
diction Errors

IIn this section, we describe th
he prediction errors
e
that affeect
i
thhe model’s peerformance in classifying thee continuous inthhe-wild data th
hat we collectted and discusss how to correect
thhem. The firsst type of erro
or is a “spark
k,” which is an
isolated prediction of one cllass instead off the other. Th
he
ssecond type off error is a “bo
oundary” error, which happens
w
when the userr enters or leaves
l
the resstroom, but th
he
pprediction doess not reflect th
hat transition im
mmediately. Th
he
thhird type of error is wheen the SVM predictions are
a
““sporadic” and
d multiple wrong results are returned overr a
pperiod of time.

Smooth
thing Algorithm
m II. Smoothiing algorithm III is almost
the sam
me as the first one, except thhat it treats the transitions
from rrestroom (non--restroom) to non-restroom (restroom)
differeently. People tyypically spendd a small amouunt of their
m (people hhave reported spending
time iin a restroom
approxximately only 5 minutes in public restrooms [12]).
Thus, to minimize potential missclassifications of actual
transitiions into a resstroom space, algorithm II rreduces the
numbeer of restroom ppredictions (> 1/3 * N insteaad of > ½ *
N) thatt must be in thee buffer windoow to correct ann error.

S
Spark and spo
oradic predictiion errors pottentially can be
b
eeliminated to some extent by a smootthing algorithm
m,
bbecause it can be
b assumed thaat people norm
mally do not jum
mp
inn or out of thee restroom for only 5 second
ds (the samplin
ng
innterval). Howeever, boundary
y errors cannot be addressed by
b
a smoothing alg
gorithm.

We teested the two smoothing allgorithms usinng window
sizes ffrom 3 to 300. Smoothing algorithms rrequire the
temporral continuity in the test datta. Therefore, we used a
leave oone day’s dataa out strategy for evaluationn. For each
one off the five com
mbinations, wee first trained the SVM
model using four daays’ worth off data, and tessted on the
ata. Then, we applied our smoothing
remainning day’s dat
algorithhms to the SVM predictiion results. F
Finally we
averagged the evaluattion results of tthe five combiinations for
window size. T
The performancce results are rreported in
each w
Figure 10. Window
w size zero means no smoothing
algorithhm was usedd. The differennce in the peerformance
compaared to the onee shown in Figgure 9 is due to the fact
that thhe cross-validaation strategy allows the cllassifier to
“see” a portion of eeach day’s daata during trainning phase
while ““leaving one dday’s data out” does not. We expect that
perform
mance will inccrease when trrained with moore days to
increasse the variatioons of restroom
ms. As the wiindow size
increasses, the overalll performance improves at ffirst. Large
window
w sizes, howevver, hurt the peerformance. Onne possible
reason is that larger window siizes might caause more
boundaary errors durring room typpe transition ddue to the
majoritty voting straategy used inn smoothing aalgorithms.
Compaared to the allgorithm I, alggorithm II impproves the
recall oof restroom buut sacrificed thee precision of rrestroom.
CONC LUSION

In thiss paper, we described an innfrastructure-inndependent
methodd of detectingg restrooms bby actively prrobing the
acoustiics of an enviironment with the built in sppeaker and
micropphone on mobile phonnes. Our eevaluations
demonnstrate that IRss captured afteer a sine wavee sweep is
outputtted improve tthe accuracy of prediction compared

F
Figure 10. Evaluaation results of the
t two smoothin
ng algorithms with
w
ddifferent window
w size (top: alg. 1;
1 bottom: alg. 2))
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against only using the environment sound without a sweep.
Models can be developed on different phones to classify
new restrooms with a weighted F-Measure of 0.92~0.98.
Occupancy, the presence of sounds, and the volume levels
of the sweep do not affect the model’s performance in
significant ways. We discuss three types of errors that affect
the prediction model and propose temporal smoothing
algorithms to improve the prediction accuracy.
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